
Abstract. The incidence of anal squamous cell carcinoma
(ASCC) in the U.S. is increasing, particularly in
immunocompromised patients. Preventative screening is used
to monitor precancerous dysplasia known as anal
intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN), which can progress to ASCC.
High Resolution Anoscopy (HRA) is one screening procedure
that uses a colposcope with acetic acid and Lugol’s iodine
solution to visualize the anal epithelium for AIN. HRA has
offered potential in managing AIN, but as more evidence
emerges it is unclear whether HRA provides definitive benefit.
This narrative review updates readers on the efficacy of HRA
in screening AIN, compares HRA to other techniques,
compares the use of HRA in various high-risk populations,
and offers practical information on the use of HRA. Keyword
searches were conducted using MEDLINE, Web of Science,
and Cochrane Library. Current literature is mixed regarding
the utility of HRA. Further randomized controlled trials are
needed to definitively assess the role of HRA. 

The incidence of anal squamous cell carcinoma (ASCC) is
rising quickly (1). In the United States alone, the incidence
has doubled within the last three decades (2). High-risk
populations – such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
patients, human papilloma virus (HPV)-infected patients,

men who have sex with men (MSM), and transplant
recipients – are especially affected by ASCC (1). In the
general population the incidence is 2 per 100,000 and as high
as 131 per 100,000 among HIV-infected MSM (3). By
comparison, the incidence of lung cancer – the leading cause
of cancer death – is 62 per 100,000 (4). 

ASCC is often preceded by precancerous abnormalities in
the anal epithelium known as anal intraepithelial neoplasia
(AIN). AIN is further divided into three subcategories (Grades
1, 2, and 3) based on the severity of the condition. Low-grade
AIN (LGAIN), also known as low-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (LSIL), refers to Grade 1 disease. It is
typically classified as mild dysplasia. High-grade AIN
(HGAIN), otherwise known as high-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), usually accounts for Grade 2
and Grade 3 disease. It is characterized as moderate to severe
dysplasia, and sometimes even anal carcinoma in situ (5). 

Screening has been recommended as a method to monitor
AIN and prevent ASCC (6). Current screening modalities
used include anal cytology (anal pap smear), standard
anoscopy, or high resolution anoscopy (HRA) (1, 7). HRA is
a relatively new procedure that utilizes a colposcope or
microscope with acetic acid and Lugol’s iodine solution to
carefully inspect the anal epithelium for abnormal changes
(5). HRA has been endorsed as a promising prospect with
strong potential in managing AIN, but there is a growing
body of evidence that may suggest otherwise (7-11).
Moreover, formal training in HRA only began in 2005, so
only a small proportion of clinicians are sufficiently trained
in performing the procedure (12, 13). There is still some lack
of awareness in the medical community over the utility of
HRA (14). On a cost-per-use basis, HRA is also a very
expensive procedure (15). In addition to these factors, the
lack of consistent and well-supported guidelines on the use
of HRA make it even more challenging for clinicians to
incorporate the procedure into their practice (2).
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Given the rising incidence of ASCC, particularly in high-
risk populations, it is important to focus on the utility of
HRA as a screening, surveillance, and diagnostic tool. Based
on currently available literature, the objective of this review
is to examine the efficacy of HRA in screening AIN,
compare HRA to other available techniques, compare the use
of HRA in various high-risk populations, and offer practical
information about using HRA. 

Methods

The methodological approach of this paper was to conduct a narrative
literature review based on the best practice recommendations (16). A
literature search was conducted in May 2018 using the MEDLINE
(PubMed), Web of Science, and Cochrane Library databases. The
search used the keywords “anoscopy”, “high resolution anoscopy”,
“anal dysplasia”, “anal intraepithelial neoplasia”, “anal intraepithelial
dysplasia”, “anal squamous cell carcinoma”, “anal cancer”, “anal pap
smear”, “anal cytology”, “ASCC”, “AIN”, “HGAIN”, “LGAIN”, and
“HRA”. Papers published between 2000 and 2018 that contained the
keywords in the title or abstract were selected for review. The
inclusion criteria were studies relating only to high resolution
anoscopy, but encompassing all types of studies, patient populations,
languages, and journals. Exclusion criteria were articles without full
text available or that did not discuss high resolution anoscopy. The
potential articles were reviewed to assess relevance to the topic.
Irrelevant or duplicate studies were excluded. Additional articles from
reference lists of studies were also included. A flow chart of the
literature search is shown in Figure 1. 

Discussion

Efficacy of HRA in detecting AIN. Current literature illustrates
the efficacy of HRA in detecting HGAIN, especially when
tested in high-risk populations. Interestingly, national screening
guidelines for anal cancer are non-existent as noted by
Santorelli et al. in their retrospective study of a five-year
experience in screening for ASCC (17). They noted, however,
that the most popular screening algorithm supported by
researchers utilizes HRA to analyze any atypical cytology
results and to conduct annual follow-up screening for AIN.
When studying the efficacy of HRA on a group of 300 HIV-
infected MSM, Sendagorta et al. demonstrated that HRA has a
high positive predictive value (PPV) of detecting HSIL (79.8%)
(9). In addition, Berry et al. concluded that utilizing HRA-
guided biopsy to assess anal lesions in MSM is an effective tool
for diagnosing HGAIN (18). The authors further suggested that
HRA should be the standard for detecting HGAIN, as most
HGAIN is not palpable by digital rectal examination or simple
anoscopy except in the case of advanced lesions. An Australian
study by Roberts et al. on the histological outcomes of high-
grade cytopredictions with HRA in MSM also complemented
this finding (19). Data showed that high-grade cytopredictions
are meaningful with a histological HSIL confirmed in more than
90% of cases after 3 HRAs over a 12-month period.

Despite the promising results of HRA in detecting
HGAIN, there are some setbacks that a multitude of studies
have pointed out. Sendagorta et al. noted that although HRA
has a very high PPV in predicting lesions of any type on
biopsy (93%), there is a significantly lower PPV for
detecting HSIL specifically (65.5%) (9). This is a weakness
of HRA that diminishes its use in screening for undetected
HSIL. Moreover, the addition of random biopsy to HRA
significantly increases both the number of HSILs and
participants with HSIL identified. In their study, Silvera et
al. showed that without the addition of random biopsy of
anal quadrants without apparent HSIL, 12.7% of HSILs
(n=33) and 9.8% of participants with HSIL (n=13) would
have gone unidentified (10). Furthermore, studies delving
into the results of HRA in detecting AIN have indicated that
despite its high sensitivity (90%), HRA has a specificity of
only 19.23% for the diagnosis of anal squamous
intraepithelial lesions (ASIL) (11). Gimenez et al. elaborated
on this statistic, citing that these rates vary greatly (59-100%
sensitivity; 66-74% specificity) and postulated that it is due
to the subjectivity of HRA and the fact that it is a user-,
experience-, and equipment-dependent test.

HRA has a strong ability to detect HSIL that can be
augmented by other screening and diagnostic techniques.
The epidemiological studies of HSIL may underestimate the
prevalence of HSIL if the results of anal cytology and HRA
are not combined. Machalek et al. showed that the diagnosis
of ASIL is hindered by the limited sensitivity of both anal
cytology sampling and HRA used alone, especially in the
context of LSIL or missed HSIL (20). The authors
demonstrated that combining the results of anal cytology and
HRA leads to the diagnosis of more biologically relevant
disease. Nahas et al. arrived at a similar conclusion that
HRA should be used in conjunction with anal cytology, as
anal cytology by itself is not enough to make a confident
diagnosis of ASIL (21). A study in Portugal by Silva et al.
supported this notion of using HRA in combination with
another technique such as anal cytology by noting that there
was poor correlation between anal cytology, histopathology,
and anoscopic visual impression alone (kappa-agreement =
0.20) (1). In addition to anal cytology, random biopsy of anal
quadrants non-suggestive of HSIL is another potential
technique that can be used in conjunction with HRA to
increase the number of HSILs identified per person as well
as the number of persons with HSIL (10).

Comparison of HRA to other techniques. Various techniques
are currently employed in the screening and management of
anal dysplasia. It is helpful to compare the efficacy of HRA
to other techniques, as several studies have been performed
in recent years.

Many primary care providers perform anal pap smears as
part of routine care in high-risk individuals (21). When
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compared to the anal pap smear, HRA has advantages and
disadvantages as a screening tool. HRA is beneficial because
it is more sensitive: Nahas et al. demonstrated that the anal
pap smear has a sensitivity of 60%, which was well below the
sensitivity of HRA (90%) as reported by Gimenez et al. (11,
21). The high sensitivity of HRA allows physicians to rule out
dysplasia. In fact, Nahas recommended that anal pap smear
alone is not enough to be confident, and that HRA should be
added to screening. However, HRA is less specific than the
anal pap smear, which has a specificity of 60% (11, 21). The
low specificity could create a high number of false positives.

Some studies have demonstrated that HRA was not
different or comparable to other procedures such as standard
anoscopy or anal chromoendoscopy (ACE). Crawshaw et al.,
for example, retrospectively compared HRA versus standard
anoscopy in 424 patients with squamous-cell dysplasia (7).
Only 3 patients progressed to anal cancer in both groups
combined. Using a 5-year anal cancer progression rate as a
measure of performance, the HRA group was not significantly
different from the standard anoscopy group. HRA patients had
4.5% anal cancer progression rate while standard anoscopy
patients had a 6% progression rate (p=0.37). The authors,
however, stated that their study lacked sufficient power to
significantly distinguish small differences in anal cancer
progression rates between groups. A different prospective
cohort study by Oette et al. compared ACE versus HRA in
identifying AIN in 211 high-risk patients (22). ACE applies
topical color dyes to inspect any epithelial abnormalities using
an endoscope. ACE demonstrated a sensitivity of 85%,

specificity of 55%, PPV of 50%, and negative predictive value
(NPV) of 87%. Oette compared these values to HRA using
data from a previously published study (sensitivity of HRA
was 90%, specificity was 19%, PPV was 42%, and NPV was
75%) and concluded that ACE was similar to HRA in
detecting anal dysplasia (11).

In contrast, Pineda et al. found that HRA is a superior
method in the management of HSIL (23). The retrospective
study of 246 patients concluded that HRA-targeted surgical
treatment proved to be a successful method of managing
HSIL, with a cancer progression rate of 1.2 percent over a
mean follow-up period of 41 months. This rate was far lower
than that of expectant management, which had a cancer
progression rate of 8.5 to 13%. 

Comparison of use of HRA in various high-risk patient
populations. Given the nature of anal cancer and the specific
high-risk populations that it primarily afflicts, numerous studies
have discussed the use of HRA in these specific cohorts. The
chief high-risk populations susceptible to anal cancer in which
HRA has been tested include patients with Bowen’s disease
(AIN III or anal carcinoma in situ), those with high-risk types
of HPV, men who have sex with men (MSM), individuals
living with HIV, and renal graft recipients.

In the setting of patients with Bowen’s disease (AIN III or
anal carcinoma in situ), Chung & Rosenfeld have delved into
the use of HRA in the diagnosis and treatment of this malady
in a private practice setting (24). A key finding in their study
which included patients that were both HIV-positive and HIV-
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negative is that HRA allowed both identification and treatment
of more extensive cases of Bowen’s disease compared to wide
excision. These results demonstrated a strikingly different AIN
recurrence rate between the subpopulations, 25% (n=1) in HIV-
negative patients and 65% (n=11) in HIV-positive patients.
However, the sample size was quite small in this private
practice study and these rates vary greatly among other studies.
Chang et al. performed a similar study on patients with
HGAIN noting that they were able to eradicate disease in HIV-
negative patients (0 of 8 patients with recurrence) and had a
79% recurrence rate (23 of 29 patients with recurrence) in the
HIV-positive subgroup (25). Nonetheless, the authors conclude
“HRA is a safe and effective means of following patients with
AIN III for recurrence, even in the community setting.”

MSM constitute a large population among those with
high-grade AIN and thus play a crucial role in understanding
the efficacy of HRA in the prevention of anal cancer. Of the
studies done on HIV-positive MSM, high levels of HGAIN
were identified in this cohort and HRA was found to have a
high PPV (10, 25). In one longitudinal pilot study of HRA
screening of HIV-positive MSM, Dalla Pria et al. found that
the incidence of anal cancer after an HRA screening program
was 2.7 per 1,000 person-years (26). However, this study did
not use a control group due to ethical concerns, so the results
could not be placed into context. This made it difficult to
assess the significance of HRA screening in MSM. 

In addition to being in the high-risk population of MSM
living with HIV, Berry et al. illustrated that when patients
had at least one high-risk type of HPV present (types 16, 18,
31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, or 68), the sensitivity
and specificity of HRA to detect HGAIN were altered (18).
When analyzing the study group of 23 MSM living with HIV
that had at least one high-risk type of HPV, sensitivity
decreased slightly from 93% (range=68-100%) to 87%
(range=60-98%) whereas specificity markedly increased
from 12% (range=1-36%) to 41% (range=18-67%). It is
important to note that HPV status of the patient can further
alter HRA findings with arguably better test results coming
from those with a high-risk type of HPV.

Immunocompromised patients regardless of sexual history
and HPV-status are at risk for developing anal cancer and are
generally comprised of transplant recipients and individuals
living with HIV. The literature has widely shown that anal
cytology has good ability in terms of its sensitivity, but when
compared to the HRA-guided biopsy, it underestimates the
grade of dysplasia in individuals with HIV and renal graft
recipients (11, 21, 27, 28). Thus, HRA is suggested as a
means to verify and rule out the presence of AIN in these
populations. Betancourt et al. performed a study that used
HRA-guided biopsy for cases of negative cytology and found
a false-negative rate of 7% (n=6) (27). There was visible
pathology on HRA in these patients that led to a diagnosis
that would have otherwise gone undetected with anal

cytology alone. Nahas et al. also discussed this in their study
of screening individuals with HIV for anal dysplasia and
recommend that anal cytology and HRA be used in
conjunction for better diagnostic confidence and to ensure
that these populations are screened thoroughly (21). 

Immunocompetent, HIV-negative patients with HSIL with
the risk of progression to anal cancer can also benefit greatly
with HRA-guided excision treatment. The traditional approach
for these patients involves punch biopsy mapping of the anus
performed in the operating room with frozen section analysis
followed by wide local excision (29). Despite the lack of
literature on immunocompetent patients, it is possible to get a
glimpse of how HRA performs in this cohort. A study by
Pineda et al. showcases the results on HRA in the planned
treatment of AIN in HIV-negative patients. The authors stated
that their observed rate of HSIL progression to cancer with
[their] approach of treatment, surveillance, and re-treatment
compares favorably to that reported by others (2.4% versus
5.7-13%) (30). Although the initial recurrence rate of lesions
was high following HRA-guided procedures, these recurrent
lesions were well-controlled by further HRA-guided
treatments, even in severe cases.

Practical information for clinicians interested in using HRA.
Given the relative novelty of HRA, many physicians are
unfamiliar with the procedure and may need more
information regarding the practical aspects of utilizing HRA
(30, 31). In fact, Berry-Lawhorn et al. noted that only 46%
of clinicians who performed HRA received any formal
training in the procedure (12). It is helpful to understand the
important practical features of HRA, such as the technical
training required, pain associated with the procedure, and
cost-effectiveness.  

Studies demonstrated that physicians require a significant
amount of time to achieve competency in utilizing HRA.
Nahas et al. emphasized the notion that proficiency in
performing HRA requires direct practice over a span of years
(21). Swedish et al. offered further support to this idea by
demonstrating an increase in the ability to identify anal
dysplasia by 16% after 10 years of experience with HRA
(32). Hillman et al. also examined the effect of experience
on the ability of an anoscopist to detect lesions (33). The
study showed a definitive improvement in the ability to
detect dysplasia after two years of experience, most likely
due to an increase in technical expertise. Hillman et al. even
went on to suggest a minimum of 500 procedures to attain
the greatest diagnostic ability in performing HRA. A separate
study by Machalek et al. noted that physicians may achieve
maximum diagnostic yield after 200 procedures, which
would also take a significant amount of time (20). 

Evidence from the literature appears to demonstrate that
HRA is a difficult procedure with a long learning curve.
Unique anatomical features of the anal region such as
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mucosal folds or the presence of hemorrhoids can make
HRA even more challenging to master (2). 

Postoperative pain in patients has been cited as another
concern over performing HRA (24). Pineda et al. reports that
the pain is similar to that of a hemorrhoidectomy but can be
managed with analgesics (23). However, other studies have
differed from this viewpoint, citing that HRA has minimal pain
associated with the procedure. Repiso-Jiménez et al. concluded
that HRA is “painless and well-tolerated” (34). This conclusion
was further validated by De-Masi et al., who conducted a study
to analyze the acceptability of HRA in 380 patients who
underwent the procedure. Patients reported a median pain score
of 2 on a scale of 0 to 10 (0 indicated no pain. 10 indicated
severe pain) (35). The results also demonstrated that 98% of
women and 99% of men were willing to undergo an HRA
examination in the future. As such, it appears that the pain
associated with HRA is not truly problematic, with treatments
available to help mitigate this concern in patients.

Finally, in terms of a cost-benefit analysis, HRA has
proven to be the most cost-effective screening modality in a
study by Lam et al. (15). Although cytology testing via anal
Pap smear had a lower cost per procedure than HRA, the low
specificity of cytology testing led to a high number of false
positives, which diminished the advantage of lower cost. The
higher cost of HRA was justified by its sensitivity, making
it cost-effective. A separate study by Assaoumau et al. also
concluded that HRA is a cost-effective screening strategy
(36). According to Assaoumau, using repeat HRA (HRA at
6 months + HRA at 12 months) as a screening strategy was
more cost-effective than using HRA as a secondary
procedure merely to confirm abnormal cytology results. 

Looking toward the future: The ANCHOR study and its
potential implications for HRA. More research is needed to
attain meaningful conclusions regarding HRA. A large-scale
randomized trial, the Anal Cancer HSIL/Outcomes Research
study, is currently recruiting patients with HSIL to determine
whether treating HSIL leads to lower anal cancer progression
rates than active monitoring alone (37). This landmark trial
will help determine the best strategy for preventing anal
cancer (treatment versus observation). However, this study
will not directly test HRA. All participants will undergo
HRA to identify HSIL and determine their eligibility. The
study is not intended to elucidate whether HRA is better than
other techniques such as standard anoscopy. Therefore,
questions will still remain regarding the efficacy of HRA and
whether it is superior to other techniques. 

Conclusion

Current literature appears to be mixed on the use of HRA.
HRA has proven to be a low-pain, cost-effective method to
detect high-grade lesions. It has also been shown to be more

sensitive than the anal pap smear, one of the most popular
screening tests for AIN. Studies further show that in order to
be thorough in screening for AIN, anal cytology should be
used in conjunction with HRA as there is a notable false-
negative rate for simply performing the anal pap smear.
However, there are concerns that HRA was subpar in
effectively and consistently detecting low-grade lesions.
Furthermore, without the addition of random biopsy to HRA,
a significant proportion of HSIL and participants with HSIL
would have gone unidentified (12.7% and 9.8%
respectively). Certain studies have also pointed out that HRA
was no better than other screening methods, such as ACE or
standard anoscopy. This elicits curiosity about the true
usefulness of HRA in detecting AIN.

With respect to high-risk populations, current literature
appears to show that HRA is an effective and safe method in
monitoring patients with AIN, especially AIN III, for
recurrence and progression to cancer. This seems to hold true
in both the academic and community setting, but further
studies are needed in the community setting to fully support
this result. For screening MSM, the presence of a high-risk
strain of HPV improves HRA specificity greatly while
marginally decreasing sensitivity. In the immunocompetent
patient group, HRA was able to manage lesions even in
patients with more serious anal dysplasias, despite facing a
higher initial recurrence rate. In addition, the observed rate
of HGAIN progression to cancer with HRA treatment was
considerably lower than that of the standard punch biopsy
treatment (2.4% vs. 5.7-13%). Unfortunately, there is a
dearth of studies focusing on the immunocompetent
population to further substantiate these promising claims.

On that note, further research must be conducted to
establish conclusive evidence. The studies used in this
paper did not include any randomized controlled trials and
often used heterogenous patient groups. Plus, the fact that
HRA itself is a subjective, user- and experience-dependent
test with many physicians performing the procedure
without formal training limits the ability to offer a
definitive verdict on HRA. There is a need for defined,
large-scale randomized controlled trials to clarify the
effectiveness of HRA in detecting AIN and also determine
whether it is superior to standard anoscopy. The ongoing
ANCHOR study is not specifically intended to test the
performance of HRA or compare it to other techniques.
Once HRA can truly demonstrate its value, it is
recommended that clinicians take into consideration the
amount of experience and skill needed to gain proficiency
in the procedure. HRA has a steep learning curve, so it is
important to receive proper training to resolve the current
shortage of trained physicians.

In conclusion, HRA has shown promise, but further studies
are required as some questions remain about whether HRA is
truly effective and definitively superior to other techniques,
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particularly in high risk populations. Given the current lack of
consistent and well-supported guidelines, more evidence is
needed to clearly define the role of HRA in clinical practice. 
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